Types of Project

TENTATIVELY DRAFTED PROJECTS

SECTION A

Projects Related to the Committee's Research Recommendations

I Changes in the Capital Requirements of Business Enterprise and the Decline of the Commercial Loan
II Major Factors in Fluctuations in Bank Deposits, 1929–1936
III Effects of Brokers' Loan Liquidation in the Final Quarter of 1929 on Consumers' Balances or Income Deposits
IV Origin, Location and Movement of Corporate Cash Balances, 1929–1936

SECTION B

Projects Amplifying Specific Research Recommendations of the Committee

V Financing the Consumer and Its Relation to Commercial Banking
VI The Investment Experience of Banks in Selected Cities, 1926–1936
VII The Mortgage Loan Experience of Banks in Selected Cities, 1926–1936

SECTION C

Other Illustrative Projects Drafted for the Committee

VIII Projected Studies of Bank Earnings and Expenses (1) Trends and Current Tendencies in the Earnings and Expenses of Banks, 1920–1936

1 This project is also integrally related to the Comprehensive Survey of the Financial Structure recommended by the Committee.
Part Two

(2) Significant Earning and Expense Relationships for Selected Years, 1926-1936
IX Characteristics of Banking Units and the Availability of Banking Facilities